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For a multinational corporation, the company
goals and strategies are based on a global basis for
more efficient utilization of materials, human re-
sources, and capital. To achieve this, the Central
Unit must have an information and control system for
keeping informed of the progress of the subsidiaries..
The control functions include receiving warning sig-
nals that certain situations are not in equilibrium,
evaluating, performance, and taking effective remedial
action. when necessary. Thus a system for collection
and dissemination of data on a global basis becomes.
a key element in the control system-.
The writer has working experience with a sub-
unit of a multinational corporation. In particular,
the management of human resources through the use of
an information system in this corporation is the focus
of' this study.
The proposed system has already been imple-
mented in the Subunit of, this multinational corporation
and has been regarded. as helpful in the management of
human resources by the Subunit Maliager. Further, in
the Central Unit of this corporation, an integrated
system for managing human resources, and related cost
and sales has been developing along this line.
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ONE of the most dramatic and sig-
nificant world trends of the last two
decades has been the rapid and sustained
growth of international trade as well as
its newer form of multinational business
operations, international business has
become massive in scale and has come to
exercise a major influence over political,
economic, and social development through-
out the world.
With the dramatic growth and influence of the mul-
tinational corporations (MNC's) the study of their opert-
ions is really important and significant. The increasing
business activity across national boundaries has brought.
many changes. These changes focus on the set of manage-
ment problems stemming from the movement of goods, human
resources, technology, finance, or ownership across
national boundaries.
Definition of a MNC
Before studying the management problems of a MNC,
the term 'MNC' has to be clearly defined. However, there
has always been some debates on a clear concise definit-
ion. The definitional debate is not simply a matter of
semantics. It is important in the snese that it reflects
the heterogeneity of the field and the reality that there
1 Stefan H. Robock International Business. and
Multinational Enterprises. Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1977.
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are a number of different kinds of so-called multination-
al companies. Some definitions emphasize structural crit-
eria such as the number of countries in which a firm is
doing business, or ownership by persons from many nations,
or the nationality composition of top management. Other
definitions stress performance characteristics such as the
absolute amount - or relative share - of earnings, sales
or assets. Still other definitions are based on behav-
ioural characteristics of top management such as 'thinking
internationally.' In this paper the behavioural definit-
ion is favored as it is believed that such behavioural
characteristics in turn would produce the phenomena on the
structural and performance sides. Thinking internationally
means considering from an economic viewpoint the avail-
ability and application of raw materials, human resources,
production facilities, and the employment of marketing and
management skills on a worldwide basis, rather than within
a singular home country.
Application of Information Flows in a MNC
MNCs operate in many countries scattered through-
out the world. How can a MNC monitor the progress of its
foreign subsidiaries in accomplishing the strategic and
tactical objectives of the enterprise? Building a global
strategy is a process by which the activities of the
foreigh subsidiaries are moulded to achieve a common goal
for the enterprise. The task of headquarters management,
however, does not end with the approval of the objectives
and implementation plans of the subsidiaries. The central
unit must also have an information and control system for
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keeping informed as to the progress of the subsidiaries,
for receiving warning signals that certain situations are
not in equilibrium, for evaluating performance, and for
taking effective remedial action when necessary. In
addition, the total enterprise and the individual subunits
of the firm must have information systems to integrate the
smoothing of operations. It is important that the plan-
ning and control system function as an integrating tool
for knitting the entity together across national bound-
aries. With reference to control, where a MNC operates
in different countries and managers have different cult-
ural and language backgrounds, control through the process
of 'corporate acculturation' and 'people transfer' can be
very important and effective. Corporate acculturation is
the process of training subsidiary managers extensively
so that they understand and generally accept the company's
way of doing business. Personnel contacts through either
short-term or long-term people transfers or through per-
iodic group meetings of headquarters and subsidiary
personnel greatly increase the ability of managers with
diverse background to understand each other's viewpoints.
Clearly, to operate a multinational enterprise as
a system, the center and the other units need continous
flows of relevant data. Thus the firm's system for col-
lection and dissemination of data on a global basis
becomes a key element in the control system. The inform-
ation system will normally include two catefories of
communications between home-office management and subsid-
iaries management. (a) personal exchange such as telephone
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conversations, visits, and meetings, and (b) impersonal
communications such as budgets, plans and regular reports.
Modern technology has provided the means for rapid and
efficient transmission of information to any point in the
world. For example, Mitsui, the giant Japanese trading
company, has a private cable and telex system linking
some more than 120 overseas offices in over 70 countries
and extending over 260,000 kilometers. The problems of
an information system, therefore, are not technological
but lie in improving the quality of information flows
into more effective management decisions.2 In many cases
a mountain of routine standardized reports become an sub-
stitute for rigorous planning of what is essential and for
making more effective use of information flows. A well-
developed unifrom system can provide headquarters with
comparable data from all subsidiaries. It also ensures
that all managers, regardless of background or nationality,
can speak a common 'company language' on business matters.
Management of human resources through
USE of information flows system
In the usage of information flows for multination-
al operations, understanding of the associated problems
are essential. From the standpoint of business manage-
ment, multinational operations raise many problems assoc-
2See Sume Carlson, International Transmission of
Information and the Business Firm, ANNALS of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, March 1974, PP55-63.
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fated with the need to deal with a side range of environ-
mental factors. in several different countries. It also
raises new internal issues in organisation and operations.
Of the new internal issues, managing human resources on a
global basis is always a major issue. There are two main
reasons for concern of the human resources management.
The first one is obvious as human resources contribute to
the operating cost of the company thus affecting the over-
all profits of the company. This is demonstrated in
Exhibit 1. Secondly for a MNC, with operations in many
different countries and employment of different races,
laying off employees due to recession is not uncommon.
However, with precise forward planning, careful management
and tight control on the human resources, laying off work-
ers due to recession can be minimized. It is a desirable
employment policy in the way of enhancing the reputation
of the company in the long run for its management of human
resources. Moreover, the staff's satisfaction with the
company may well be relfected in efficiency levels and it
may also promote company loyalty. The company should
adopt an attitude that employment of staff is a long-term
commitment . Redundancy of workers and continued turnover
of staff can lead to disastrous results, such as low morale
and little job involvement for all workers.
The writer has been briefly exposed to the massive
and influencial operations of MNC's and has developed an
interest in the use of information system for planning and
controlling human resources within the MNC.
In the following chapters, the writer will study
6IA PLAN OF OPERATIONS
Management's objectives and goals for the year
formalized in
THE ANNUAL PROFIT PLAN
wherein management specifies
[THE OVERALL INCOME OBJECTIVE
detailed in
SALES BUDGET OTHER INCOME BUDGEI'I
in quantities and dollars interest income
of districts, products, and royalty income
time neriod others
less
THE OVERALL COST AND EXPENSE OBJECTIVE j
detailed in
[PURCHASES BUDGE
cost of materials used
PRODUCTION BUDGET involves
units to be produced DIRECT LABOR BUDGET
FACTORY OVERHEAD BUDGET
DISTRIBUTION -EXPENSE BUDGET
by district and time period
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE BDGET
by department and tmeeriod
OTHER EXPENSE BUDGET
interest, others
the entire picture of operations is finally reflected in
[THE FINANCIAL BUDGET
composed of
LTHE BUDGETED BALABCE SHEET SUPPORTED SUB-BUDGETSAssets Cash budgetLiabilities Inventory budgetOwner's equity Capital addition budget
Others
EXHIBIT 1 THE ANNUAL PROFIT PLAN
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the management of human resources in a MNC with an intent-
ion to set up a system for the information flows for
management of the human resources. Owing to short time
working exposure to only a regional subsidiary of a MNC,
the writer will concentrate on the South East Asia
Subsidiary's management of human resources with some
comments on the relationship of the SEA Subsidiary inf--
ormation system with the other subsidiaries of the same
MNC. However, the same sustem should be applicable to
the other regions.
In Chapter II, the writer will try to describe the
industry background in which the company is operating and
also some of the company's organisations, policies and
line of business.
In Chapter III, the preseny system of management
of human resources will be detailed out.
In Chapter IV, problems will be identified and the
conceptual framework wil be established.
The actual analysis on real data and system




The Information Processing Corporation (IPC)3 has
been one of the world's leading companies in the computer
industry for many years. IPC was established in the
United States of America with subsidiaries all over the
world.4 IPC has consistently prospered and grown and by
the end of 1978, published profit was US$ 3,111 million
with sales of over US$ 20 billion. The Datamation - one
of the leading computer magazines - predicted that IPC
will double its sales to US$ 40 billion in five years'
time.5 IPC is an MNC by any of the characteristics
described in section 1.1. The 1978 US operations cont-
ributed US$ 1.560 million to the net earnings. That is,
approximately fifty percent of the total worldwide earn-
ings. However, the annual growth of US operations is
only 4 percent as compared to 27.1 percent for that-of
non-US operations. The trend of the international markets
and sales revenue leading US markets and sales revenue
is growing.
IPC's manpower policies are also globally based.
As in the Hong Kong Branch, almost all staff are locally
3The real name has been disguised.
4See section.2.1 for worldwide operations of IPC
5Datamation, January, 1979.
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recruited. However, there are also a few from other
countries in the South East Asia countries and the U.S.
operations. Moreover, whenever there are needs of experts
in one place such as Hong Kong, staffs would be trans-
ferred from other places to wherever the need is. This
shows a global utilization of human resources by IPC. The
company is neither completely localised nor the top man-
agement dominated by staffs from home country.
IPC has a very dominant share of the computer
software and hardware markets. It is estimated that its
world market share (in dollar terms) of system installat-
ions is 60 percent to 80 percent.
The reasons for the success of IPC has always been
a topic of interest. Nevertheless, there is no argument
that the success of IPC has been helped considerably by
the fortuitous health of its worldwide information mark-
ets. Moreover, the product stream of IPC is designed to
meet the continuing needs of these markets.
Worldwide Operations
To conduct its business throughout the world, IPC
is organised into the groups,. divisions and wholly owned
subsidiaries.
Subsidiaries
There are four wholly owned subsidiaries.
IPC Americas/Far East (IPC A/FE)
This subsidiary has a territory extending across forty-
five countries including Australia, Brazil, Canada and
Japan. It is also responsible for the South East Asia
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Regions (SEAR) which includes the countries in the South
East Asia.
IPC Europe/Middle East/Africa (IPC E/ME/A)
This subsidiary is established for operations of IPC in
Europe, Middle East and Africa. The operations cover
eighty countries including the USSR and the COMECON coun-
tries.
IPC Research and Development Associates, Inc.
It has worldwide development, production and marketing
responsibility for a wide range of educational materials
and services for elementary and secondary schools, colleges,
and the health-science industry. Slso produces and mark-
ets testing and training materials for industry, and
educational and leisure-time products for home use by
adults and children.
IPC Supports, INC. (IPC SI)
It provides designated support to IPC subsidiaries and
organisational units.
Groups
To facilitate the worldwide operations function-
ally, there are three functional groups. They are DP
Marketing Group, DP Product Group and the General Business
Group. The subsidiaries are divided geographically while
the groups may govern the functions manager of the sub-
sidiaries.
DP Maeketing Group
This group is further divided into three divisions.
Data Processing Division.
It has marketing responsibility within the US and its
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territories for information-handling systems, equipment,
computer programming, systems engineering, education and
other related services to customers who require large
centralized systems as well as distributed processing
systems.
Federal Systems Division
It provides information-handling and control sys-
tems to the Federal government for seaborne, spaceborne,
airborne and ground-based environments. Also participates
in applied research and exploratory development.
Field Engineering Division
It provides information-handling and equipment
maintenance services.
DP Product Group
This group has the following divisions:
Data Systems Division
It has worldwide development responsibility for
large, complex systems, with primary emphasis on high-
performance products and associated programming, plus U.S.
manufacturing responsibility for those systems. The
division supplies computer components, including logic and
selected memory technologies, used in products that it and
other IPC divisions manufacture in the States.
General Products Division
It has worldwide development and U.S. manufact-
uring responsibility for high-performance storage systems,
including tape units, disk products and mass storage sys-
tems, as well as system printers, program products,pro-
gramming languages and related programming.
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System Products Division
It has worldwide development responsibility for
IPC's intermediate range processors and related program-
ming and for impact printer products and semiconductor
packaging, plus U.S. manufacturing responsibility for
those hardware products.
General Business Group
This group is made up of the following division:
General Systems Division
It has worldwide product management and develop-
ment responsibility, for low-to-moderate-price inform-
ation-handling systems, including systems-related program-
ming. Also has U.S. manufacturing responsibility for s
selected office products.
Office Products Division
It has worldwide product management and develop-
ment responsibility, and U.S. manufacturing, marketing
and service responsibility for electric and electronic
type-writers, copiers and related supplies. The division
also has worldwide product management and development,
U.S. marketing and service responsibility for magnetic
media typewriters, information processors, dictation
equipment and direct-impression composing products.
General Business Group/International Division (GBG/I)
It has marketing, service, manufacturing and over-
all performance responsibility for General Systems and
Office Products operations in 21 countries in Europe, the
Americas, and the Far East
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General Technology Division.
It has worldwide development and U.S. manufact-
uring responsibility for the component technology req-
uirements of the low-to-moderate-price computers made by
the General Systems Division, and products of the Office
Products Division. Also supplies selected components to
other IPC operating units.
Information Records Division
It has U.S. marketing responsibility for magnetic
tape, diskettes, data modules, and disk packs, as well as
U.S. manufacturing and marketing responsibility for data
processing cards, business forms, ribbons, and other
consumable products used in information-handling systems.
It also develops, manfactures and markets biomedical
devices and supplies.
There is no doubt about the complexity of the
organisation structures of the IPC worldwide operations
as described above. As previously mentioned in Chapter
I, a system of relevant data and information flows is
capable of contribution to such complex system in plan-
ning and control.
Line of Business
It is probably known, from the descriptions in
section 2.1 that the main stream of products lies in:
data processing products, office products and federal
systems. The data processing products is the major fac.-
for of the three in terms of sales and net earnings. In
1978, data processing products generated 81 percent of
the total worldwide sales. Office products came second
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with 16 percent while Federal systems contributed the
remaining 3 percent.
Exhibit 2 shows a breakdown of sales and leasing
services revenues IPC is large enough to provide quality
leasing iperations. In the current and past years, leas-
ing services revenue has been the larger income factor,
but this trend may be changing with sales beginning to
show a larger percentage of revenue than that of leasing
services.
Exhibit 2


































An analysis of sales revenues distributed by geo-
graphical areas shows United States operations provides
approximately forty-five percent. The remaining 52 per-
cent is divided between Europe/Middle East/Africa with
37 percent and Americas/Far East with 15 percent. This
is another way of demonstrating the extent of IPC's int-
ernational operations.
General Company Policy
IPC's philosophy is that competition stimulates
innovation and that it is better to rely on competition
to provide the market place with the best products at
the lowest price. Basech on this philosophy, innovation
is trongly encouraged at all levels of the organisation.
In 1978, over US$ 1 billion has been spent in research
and development.
Because of the high technology and advancing
technology industry characteristics of IPC's business,
IPC insists on having full ownership and integrated the
worldwide operations. IPC believes that the best way to
manage an high technology company is to share the tech-
nical know-how and resources with the subsidiaries so
that full ownership is a must although the U.S. Federal
government has attempted to break up IPC into indep-
endent companies.
The complexity and immense size of the operations
of IPC have always imposed a policy of stringent cost and
expense controls. It is done in order to minimize price
increases on current products while offering new prod-
ucts with improved price and performance.
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Mangement of Human Resources in IPC
To assure the effective administration of intern-
al control, employees are carefully selected and trained
written policies and procedures are developed and dis-
seminated appropriate communication channels are pro-
vided. Moreover, it fosters an environment conducive to
the effective functioning of controls.
It is the policy of IPC that unless the staff has
violated some disciplinary or legal regulations, or the
staff voluntarily withdraw from the company, the company
has a long-term commitment to the staff once the staff
is employed. However, there are at times, such as a
business recession that laying off workers is not unusual.
But for IPC's specialty business line of leasing, the
volume of business can be anticipated and so the staff
supporting personnel can be estimated. With careful
forward planning and control, laying off workers can be
minimized.
The size of work-force justify the detailed and
time consuming planning in managing the human resources.
The U.S. operations alone requires a work-force of 16,000
employees and during 1978, the total worldwode operations
called for an addition of 14,000 employees.
Furthermore, the staffing cost of more than forty
percent of sales justify heavy planning and tight control
in the management of human resources. In 1978, selling,
development and engineering, and general and administrat-
ive expenses increased by 13.6 percent, slightly lower
than the increase in overall gross income. This reflects
17




In Chapter II, it is seen that the IPC's organ-
isation units are interrelated and interlocked. To deal
with the whole organisation will be very complex. With
this realisation in mind, attention is only given to one
management function of a part of the IPC organisation.
The SEAR Of IPC Operations
This paper focuses on the IPC's worldwide operat-
ions in the South East Asian countries. IPC has only
been active in the South East Asia market for about
thirty years. The SEAR is located in Hong Kong for sup-
ervising, coordinating and controlling the operations of
the SEA countries.
Exhibit 3 shows a total of thirteen countries
in SEA that report to the SEAR office which in turn re-
ports to the subsidiary IPC A/FE. Every country in SEAR
is divided into two sections: Data Processing Products
and Office Products. Within each section are the two
functions of marketing and service engineering. In
6The ten SEA countries are Brunei, Burma, Hong
Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philipinnes, Singapore,
Taiwan and Thailand. Adding SEAR Headquarter, SEA sales
and the Phantum (Adjustments) makeup thirteen. The SEAR
has also taken up responsibility in Afghanistan,







Exhibit 3 Reporting system of SEA countries
addition there are the staff functions of the Finance and
Administration Department. In fact, each country has
roughly the same organisation structure as each other and
resemble that of the SEAR. This organisarional structure
allows easier and more uniform control by SEAR of the
member country functional managers.
The organisation chart of SEAR is shown in Exhibit
4. In this way, each functional manager of SEAR will
look after all corresponding functional managers of the
SEA countries.
Management of Human Resources in SEAR
Every year in September, all country managers
gather at the SEAR office for planning the next year's
operations. As IPC is mostly in the leasing operations
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of computer systems, each country manager has a very pre-
cise feel for the revenue from leasing next year. Based
on this and other estimates of sales of office products,
the staffing requirment at each function is estimated
with the guidelines from the standard manual on hiring.
The manual states the sales commitment of each functional
staff. As an example, for each additional sales rep-
resentative employed. a country will be committed to an
additional sales of US$ 2,000 a month. These guidelines
are set up in order maximize performance and efficiency
of IPC employees. Each country manager then submits his
operating plan including the sales forcast and staffing
requests. After detail discussiona and revisions, a
finalised operating plan for each country emerges. Among
the many items in the operating plan is an item called
the Monthly Control Figures (MCF) for controlling the
number of staff units in each function of the country by
months. The country managers then return to their own
countries and implement the operating plan. The staff-
ing is carried out according to the MCF.
The personnel department of the SEAR is responsi-
ble for looking after the staffing control in all SEA
countries with the guidance of the MCF. At the end of
each month, each country manager reports the Actual
Figures (AF) for each function to the SEAR personnel
manager. The personnel manager at SEAR, on receiving the
AF, groups the data so that each functional manager at
SEAR receives a report on the actual figures of the func-
tion for which he is responsible. If there is any dis-
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crepancy between the AF and the MCF, the functional man-
ager will be held responsible to find out the cause and
to justify all discrepancies. The SEAR personnel must
also aggregate all the data to be reported to the A/FE.
The method of aggregation is by function and month. The
report will be used by the A/FE personnel manager to plan
and control the., staffing in all SEA countries. Similarly,
A/FE has to consider other regions for which he is resp-
onsible for similar aggregates. After consideration of
the actual sales and the economic conditions and any
other factors, the A/FE will provide an authorization
figure for each function of the SEAR total. The SEAR
personnel on receiving the figures, will have to consider
which country must cut or increase staff in order to stay
within the total given by the A/FE. On final decision,
the authorised figures will be telexed to the country
managers who then have to act accordingly.
Delays result from passing the information back
and forth. Morevoer, the forward planning is not effect-
ive as currently implemented staffing level may differ
significantly from those proposee by SEAR. Thirdly, this
information system is not sensitive to external environ-
mental changes like economic recession or boom where the
MCF can no longer be followed.
The . Manual System
3.3 In 1975, the company passed a policy of 'hire
freeze' due to the economic recession in 1974. The hire
freese meant tighter control on manpower. In order to
achieve tighter control, careful forward planning is
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required and so timely reporting is essential. In the
past, only actual figures of manpower were submitted
and by the time approval was given, there already was a
discrepancy in the figures. Therefore, for future plan-
ning, it would be advisable to include the estimated
figures such as how many would be lost by attrition and
and equivalent factors.
After a careful study of causes for discrepancy
and its effect on forward planning, the SEAR personnel
manager has developed a list of items which would be help-
ful in forward planning. They are listed in Exhibit 5.
On a monthly basis, country managers had to sub-
mit the actual number of manpower. The SEAR personnel
manager thought it would be enough if they submitted the
data for the above items (listed in Exhibit 5. ) only
quarterly.
At the end of each quarter, each country manager,
in addition to AF, had to submit the data for the items
listed in Exhibit 5. The SEAR personnel manager then
examined them. He has also to aggregate the data from
all countries to be submitted to A/FE. He would further
aggregate the data according yo each function and send it
to each SEAR funcional manager for review. Each funct-
ional manager would recommend whether the request be
approved or changed. With the return of functional mana-
ger's recommendations, the SEAR personnel manager then
had to consider all the functions on the basis of an
appropriate grand total. He then forwarded the total
recommendation to the A/FE for approval.
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Estimated manpower on board by function as of
the current quarter endin'
Quarterly planned manpower in accordance with
MCF's for the next quarter or latest planned
level if lower than the MCF
Determine the variance by subtracting 2 from 1
Estimate anticipated attrition (numbers and
annual percentages) by function in the quarter
covered by this report
Estimate, or use actual figures if known, the
number of internal transfers into and out of
the various functions
For GBG/I countries only, estimate the number
of DP transfers into and out of GBG
Other movements represent people going on, or
returning from, a foreign assignment or leave
of absense. These will normally be people
going from an active status to an inactive
status or vice Versa
The staffing requirement is the total of 3,4+,
5 and 6
Indicate separately, (a) the number of commit-
ments (offers made but individual not yet on
board) and (b) outstanding authorizations
(previously granted but not yet used
Gross hire required is determined by subtract-
ing current quarter commitments/authorizations
from staffing requirement (9 from 8)













As each country manager submits more data, the
computation work of the SEAR personnel manager becomes
heavier. Quite often, to cope with changes or update
of data, a lot of computational work had to be repeated.
With only a manually operated system, it was difficult
to retrieve any previous data or to compare different




In Chapter III, the present operating manual
system (a manual system) revealed a series of problems.
In this chapter, an information system will be set up with
the intent to streamline the procedures and most import-
ant, to have better planning and, control over the man-
power at the several SEA country locations.
This Chapter will be divided into discussion of:
what manpower planning is the objective of controlling
the system requirements and specifications. Relevant
items of manpower to be included in the report will be
identified and finally, the justification for the system.
to be automated.
Manpower Planning
Manpower planning, narrowly defined8, is the act-
ivity of management aimed at co-ordinating the requirements
for, and the availability of, different types of employees.9
Usually this involves ensuring that the firm has enough
of the right kind of labour at such time and location as
it is needed. It may also involve adjusting the require-
8See Bowey, A Guide to Manpower Planning, The
Macmillan Press Ltd, 1974.
9Besides classifying the employees into functions
by the work nature, classification is also done on the type
of commitment with the company. That.. is, part time per-
sonnel, temporary personnel and contract personnel.
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ments to the available supply.
Exhibit 6 outlines the steps which the manpower
planner should execute. It is only a suggestion of fac-
tors for consideration of possible sources of influence
on manpower plans. It should then be possible to consid-
er the connections between the significant factors.
Exhibit 6
Factors to be considered in Manpower Planning
Expansion plans
Product





Changes in methods (for labour) force
Internal
Productivity changeschanres
If a company is to formulate an effective man-
power planning program, the following five conditions
should be noted:-
(1) Manpower requirements should be analyzed and for-
cast in sufficient detail as to the number of per-
sonnel and the areas of responsibility affected so
that specific recruiting and development programs
for both incumbents and the newly hired may be
10See Burack, Human Resource Planning: Technology,
Policy, Change. Kent State University, 1973.
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formulated.
Organisational and technological changes should be
examined on a continuing basis so that deliberate
efforts are made to keep managerial knowledge,
skill and experience up-to-date.
Manpower planning should be an integral part of
facilities, financial, and market planning.
Training and personnel development efforts should
be audited regularly for effectiveness in achieving
performance improvement and job satisfaction.
Manpower problems and research should be the full-
time concern of an adequately trained staff for an
organisation involved in international activities.
Control Objective
With the understanding of the present system,
knowledge about manpower planning and discussion with
the Personnel manager at SEAR, one major control objective,
forward planning, has been included for the purpose of
designing this system..
Owing to the changing external environment, such
as economic conditions, and iew internal issues, such as
company policy, amendment of the annual operating plan is
done frequently. These amendments can readily affect the
MCF. Total figures may be cut to cope with the over-
estimated sales. On a monthly basis, the actual figures
may not be in accordance with the MCF as the country
manager have a better-feel of the local situations and
may be required to make on the spot changes without






figures for manpower in each function in each country are
submitted monthly, the anticipated actual. figures cannot
be known until a later date. However, manpower planning
is dynamic in the sense that many changes should be con-
sidered as illustrated Exhibit 7. The present manual
system does not allow for consideration of dynamic fact-
or and thus limits forward planning. Therefore, the new
system is designed with forward planning as its major
control objective.
Exhibit 7





















1- -manpower policies-- Promotion criteria
Education and training
2- -technological change affecting organisational
structure






In the present operating system usually the time
between the country managers? submission of figures and
the receipt of the authorization fugures by the country
manager is at least a month. During this time lag of
one month, the country manager may have already employed
new units, or some may have left. It will hinder the
progress of the countries in the way of planning for add-
ition or replacement for attrition. If a timely report
is produced, it will facilitate a lot in the planning
process and much time can be devoted to discussion-with
function managers, analysis of figures and justication







SEAA/FE Feedback SEAR Authori-
countrieszation
Plan Annual






Therefore, the reports should have the following
characteristics:-
Timeliness
As there are data to be submitted, the country
manager is only required to submit it quarterly. Also,
quarterly forward planning with the monthly data. of act-
ual manpower is sufficient for tight control. It is due
to the level of control required and the reliable ability
of the country manager to make appropriate decision that.
quarterly report is suggested.
The primary purpose of reporting, as defined in
the control objective, is for planning. The quarterly
report must be approved by the A/FE personnel department
before the start of next quarter, i.e., is, the begin-
ning of January, April, July and October in a year. From
the operation systems detailed in Chapter III and dis-
cussion with the SEAR Personnel Department, it was suggest-
ed that the present reporting system and stages of request
approval be maintained. The current reporting system
allows for involvement of management at each level: the
country manager, the SEAR managers and A/FE managers.
Moreover, higher levels of management have a broader
perspective and tend to know more about the overall oper-
ation of an IPC. This reporting system in order to meet
the deadline of each quarter requires a report that can
be run conveniently on a short time frame such as inst-
ance response.
The following schedule has been agreed u.pon:-
1 Countries will send reports to the Personnel Dep-
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artment of SEAR on the 20th day of the 2nd month of
the prior quarter, i.e., is February 20, May 20,
and November 20.
2. The report should be then available at SEAR before
the 22nd day. One to two days is allowed for the
preparation of the report by SEAR Personnel Depart-
ment for forwarding to functional managers, includ-
ing any adjustments. In the case of a holiday or
weekend during this two day period, the report still
must be done to meet the total schedule.
3. From 22nd to 24th day of the same month, the reports
will be dispatched to each functional manager for
their examination, analysis and to make recommendat-
ions on the manpower requested, and performance of
each country.
4. The recommendations and suggestions will be gathered
on the 25th and the Personnel Manager at SEAR will
do the overall review.
5. He will discuss the figures with the individual
functional managers on the 26th day and finalise the
SEAR total and recommended figures.
6. From the 27th to the 28th day, any adjustments or
update of data newly arrived from the countries can
be done.
7. The final report should be available for dispatch to
A/FE on day 29 and it is due at A/FE on the 1st day
of the next month.
At the A/FE office, similar events will occur.
Each region for which A/FE is responsible will send their
manpower data on the 1st day of the 3rd month of the
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prior quarter. Analysis and recommendations will be
completed and so on. Since this phase of the overall
operations is beyond the scope of the proposed system,
no further details will be provided.
Flexibility
As mentioned in the control objective, manpower
planning is dynamic. It can readily involve changes of
definition of function. As in the system described in
Chapter III, initially the functions are classified as
organisational structures. After dealing with this kind
of classification for a while, the complete accounting
system changed and the functions were re-classified as
direct or indirect manpower. The company policy is
continually changing to cope with the current situation
and to devolve better ways of planning, analysing and
controlling. Manpower classification will often be aff-
ected and changes are frequent. Moreover, the way of
planning may change according to the system in A/FE.
The list of items in Exhibit 5 have been in use for some
time with the consequence that the personnel manager at
SEAR must determine which factors are still relevant and
which have become redundant.
Further, the system should also be flexible enough
so that additional data or functions or updating can be
done easily. Since the personnel manager is receiving
and analysing recommendations from the functional managers
frequently, the updating of the quarterly staffing out-




With the system requirements spelled out and
agreed by the personnel manager of SEAR, the next step
was to write down the system specifications.
Convenient to use
4.4.1 Since the manpower planning is so dynamic and
frequent updating is required, the system must be con-
venient to use. It is hoped that the manual work such
updating of data base, unput of data and report running
can be done by a clerk or a secretary. In this way, both
the personnel manager and the functional managers can
have more time for analysis before the deadline. The
system should not be too technical and yet allow for pro-
bing questions of response and built-in error detecting
mechanism considerations.
Flexibility
The data base of the system must be large enough
for additional data. Further, the system must be able to
cope with additions or deletions of functions or reclass-
ifications of the functions.
The system should be able to do all the comput-
ational work and also cope with changes in the way of
computations. With simple adjustments, the system should
be able to accept another set of countries, functions and
methods of computations.
The system should interact with other systems
already installed for the manpower planning and if possi-
ble, extract data for other data base comparision for a
variety of decisions.
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Data retrievability from different quarters, countries
and functions is an additional consideration.
Timeliness
For each quarterly staffing outlook report, the
total time of data input and report running should net
be longer than one day. The one-day limit is strictly
required from the tight schedule described in system req-
uirements. Besides, there is usually delay in the sub-
mission of data from the countries. (it is improving but
there should be room for reserve.
Identification of Relevant Items
After discussions with the personnel manager, who
is experienced enough to tell what factors are relevant
for the decisions to be made, a few item from Exhibit 5
are maintained:
3 Estimates for Current Quarter
11
4 Next Quarter Plan
5 Variance of the two
6 Estimate Attritions number
7 Estimate Atrritions percentage
8 Internal Transfer in
9 Internal Transfer out
10 GBG/I Transfer in12
11 GBG/I Transfer out
11Usually, if A/FE does not change toommuch of the
SEAR recommended figures, the Nest Quarter Plan figure
would be the figures for SEAR Recommendations of the
Previous Quarter.
12 Except U.S. all other operations are classiciedin GBG/I.
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12 Estimate other moves (+ or -)
13 Country Staff Recommendations
14 Current Quarter Committment only
A few more items are added :-
1 Year to Date Actual
2 Current quarter authorization
15 Estimate gross hires
16 Quarter MCF
17 SEAR recommendations
18 1979 year end plan
19 1979 year end outlook
On the functional side, classification is done on
a direct/indirect basis rather than the previous organ-
isational units basis. the following functions are
selected :-
TOTAL DIRECT MARKETING MANPOWER
TOTAL DIRECT SERVICE MARKETING MANPOWER
DPCE (DATA PRODUCTS CUSTOMER ENGINEERS) DIRECTS
IR MARKETING DIRECTS
OP (OFFICE PRODUCTS) DIRECTS
OPCE (OFFICE PRODUCTS CUSTOMER ENGINEERS) DIRECTS
TOTAL DIRECTS ( €
DP MARKET OPER (OPERATIONS)






TOTAL FIN/PLNG (FINANCIAL PLANNING)







Total of the preceding ones
Total of the * figures
Total of -**figure and the IR manufact-
urig Personnel and the I P 0
Input
With the item identified, the input format is
designed as Exhibit 9. The Quarterly Staffing Outlook
indicates how a country plans to staff its functions to
arrive at quarterly targets. Additionally it provides
A/FE with numerical data in support of hiring request
on both a gross and net basis. The country manager also
has to back up the request by the Quarterly Hiring
Request as shown in Exhibit 10.
The purpose of the Quarterly Hiring Request is
to indicate the total gross hires required to meet the
next quarter's target.
The instructions for completing the Quarterly
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TOT INDIRECTS #






QUANTITYThe figures for quantity
should be the same as shown
in column 15 (Estimate
gross hires) of Quarterly
Staffing Outlook.
SKILL/




LOCATIONLocation should be indic-
ated if within commuting
distance to a manufact-
uring facility (gneerally
25 miles.




annual gross hires by
function.
Balance-to-go equals the
annual gross hire plan less
year-to-date approvals
column 5 minus column 4.
This will not be any data from this request to
be input into the program.
The main purpose of this request form to be filled
is for the functional manager at SEAR to justify for the
figures and decisions to be made whether to approve the
requested figures. It is used as a supporting document to
the system.
Report
The system should provide the following kinds of
1. SEAR TOTAL HEADCOUNT in Exhibit 11.


















3. SEAR headcount by items (listed in Eshibit 5) in
Exhibit 13.
Therefore, for report 1, it should be able to
produce the total headcount for the different countries
requested wheteher it is the total for 13 countries or
only the country itself. (that is, a total combination
of 2 13 possible reports.
For report 2, there are a total of 24 functions
and so the total number of reports for this kind is 24.
For report 3, the total number of items as
listed in Exhibit 5 is 19. The number of reports for
the 3rd kind would be 19 or whatever the total number
of items if changed.
Justification for Automation
Originally, the system was done manually and
found that it could not meet the deadline due to the
heavy computational work involved. The manual system
also retained the data base in paper form and this made
the retrieval of data and updating tedious and time
consuming. If the manual system cannot meet the deadline,
the purpose of forward planning is defeated and the system
is useliss.
Owing to the under-utilization of the computer
system installed at the SEAR HQ, the cost of automation
is really marginal. IPC*SEAR HQ has two Virtual Machine
370 computer screens which are not under full operations.
The computers intended for the HQ manager's planning
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After implementation of the system, quarterly
staffing outlook reports can be run very easily. Owing
to the confidentiality of the data, one particular
secretary is appointed for the data input and report
running. The secretary has no knowledge of the system
and all she does is answer a set of questions mechanically
such that if the data is entered wrongly, there are oppor-
tunities for her to rework it.
As for timeliness, the secretary does the data
input once the country's data are available. After all
the data for every country is received and input, the
report is run. The time required is only about four
to five hours for the report to be printed out.
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CAL CLOSE CMS. DO EDIT FC
FORM INPUT PAGE PRINTER PRNT PUT
REPORTS REPORTI REPORT 2 REPORT 3 SINGLECOPY
TABLE TAB 1. TAB 2 TAB 3
VARS

























FCN, 10 0 FC CODE
TOT DIR MKTG MPWR
TOT DIR SV MKTG MPWR
DPCE DIRECTS





































































[ 1 ] MN ENTER QUARTER AND YEAR. E. G. 3
1978 FOR 3RD QTR 1978
[2] L---10
[ 3 ] INPUT FOR THICK COUNT
RIES ? ENTER COUNTRY CODES OR Ll' TO LIE
COUNTRYCODES' : '
[4] IINPUT FOR WKICY COLUM
NS ? ENTER COLUMN NOS OR ' 'L' ' TO LIST COL
MN NAMES
[ 5 ] INPUT FOR WHICH ROWS
(FUNCTIONS) ? ENTER DATA CODES OR' L' TO
LIST DATA CODES AND FUNCTION NAMES:'
[6] L7
[ 7 ] L1: (10 0 FC (1 PITEM),(((1 pITEM),10)p' ')
ITEM
[8] L2
[9] L3:(10 0 FC t p CODE), (((p CODE), 10 ) p ' ') , FCN
[10 ] L4
[11] L5:(10 0 FC (1 pCTY)),CTY
[12] L6


















EST OTHER MOVES (+OR- )
STAFF RECOM









[16] L11 : A1--1 1 I A
[17] ' ENTERDATA FOR COUNTRY: ' , , CTY [ A 1;]
[18] (13p' '),'COLUMN NOS . , 6 0 vB
[19] (30p' '),,ITEM[B;6]
[20] (30 p' '), , ITEM[B;6+. 6]
[21] FUNCTION :',(18p' '),,ITEM[B'12+t6]
[22] J--O




[27] -L 11 x (p A) I---I+ 1
[28]
TO BE INPUT? ENTER COUNTRY CODES OR ' ' L' ' F
OR NO MORE DATA. : '










[1] A TAI IS PROGRAMDEFINES THE PRINTER CLASS
[2] A CLASS A IS SINGLE PLY PAPER
C IS 2-PLY PAPER
[3] A CLASS D IS 3-PLY PAPER
E IS 4- PLY PA PER
[4] A THIS PROGRAM ONLY ACCEPTS COPIES 1 TO
4
[5] A --' ACDE'
[6] CL--A[N]
[7] X--' CP'
[8] -- ( 2,-'10 0 SVO' X') /L1
[9] X- 'SPOOL PRINTER CL ' , CL
[10] -

















V C--A FC B






ENTER QUARTER AND YEAR. E.G. 3 1978 FOR 3RD QTR 1978 : 4 1978
TYPE 'S' FOR SUM OF SEAR COUNTRIES, 'A' FOR SUM OF ASR COUNTRIES,
S
WHICH COLUMNS ? ENTER COLUMN NOS : 3 8 16
WHICH FUNCTIONS ? ENTER DATA CODES : 6 12 19 25
v
4
TYPE ' 1 ' FOR REPORTI (QUARTERLY. STAFFING REPORT)
' 2 ' FOR REPORT 2 (SEAR HEADCOUNTBY FUNCTIO
N), '3' FOR REPORTS (BY COL.)
WHICH REPORT ? TYPE '1', '2' ,'3'OR ANY COMBINATIONS OF THESE
1 2 3















978 FOR 3RD QTR 1978
[2] A--0,0 PM--' TYPE ' 'S ' ' FOR SUM OF SEAR COUNTRIE





[5] FMT{ .' P' ,TMON-E-(MN[1]x100 )+100 IMN[2]
[6] CAL
[7] I-O
[8]E81 ' TYPE ' ' 1' ' FOR REPORT1 (QUARTERLY STAFFIN
G REPORT) , ' ' 2 ' ' FOR REPORT2 (SEAR HEADCOUNT
BY FUNCTION), ''3'' FOR REPORT3 (BY COL.)'
[9]
' ''11 'OR ANY COMBITIOND OF THESE
[10] J-
[11] L10 REPORT' ,vG[J]
[12] -L10 x (pG)J--J+1
v
ENTER QUARTER AND YEAR. E.G. 3 1
WHICH COLUMNS' ? ENTER COLUMN NOS
WHICH FUNCTIONS ? ENTER DATA CO















[10] L2:FM-+/FMT[12+ 15; C;B]
[ll] TABLE
v




[1] A THIS REPORT IS TO RUN THE SEAR HEADCOUNT BY
FUNCTION
[2] I-0
[3] L3:D-1 I C
[4] -L1x1 1 A='A'
[5] TAB2
[6] FMS-(13, pB)pFMT[ t13DB]
[7] PRNT(12 7 p' ' ),CTY[112], 6 0 FM[t12 ]
[8] PRNT(7pt '),'SOC
[9] PRNT(7p' '),CTY[13]„ 6 0 FM[13]
[10] PRNT(7p' '),'SEAR
[ll] --L2x i 1 A= 'S'
[12] L1:TAB2
[13] FM-(5, pB)pFMT[13+ 5;D;B]
[14] PRNT(5 7 p' ') ,CTY[13+ 15;] , 6 0 VFM
[15] PRNT(7p t '),'ASR-TOTAL t , , 6 0 +/FM
[16] L2:-L3x1(pC)I-(-I+1
7
'„ 6 0 +/FM[12;]




[1] A THIS REPORT IS TO RUN THE SEAR HEADCOUNT BY
COLUMNS
[2] I-0
[3] L3 :D-1 I B
[4] FM1-((pC),5)p FMT[13+15;C;D]
[5] AS-+/FM1
[6] L1x I A='A
[7] FM- ((pC) ,13 )p FMT[ 13;C;D]
[8] OSEAR-+/FM[;12]
[9] TAB3
[10] PRNT (5p ' ')'FUNCTION
[12; 5 ]) , 'SOC ASR TOTAL PH
[11] PRNT 120 p' -'
[12] PRNT FCN[C;],(5 0 FC CODE[C]),(5 0 FM[; 12]
), 6 0 OSEAR,AS-,(A5+OSEAR),FM[;13],((pC),1)
pAS+OS EAR+FM[;13]
[13] '-L2x 1 A='S'
[14] L1:TAB3
[15] PRNT (5 p' ') , ' FUNCTION
[13+ 5; 6]),'A3R TOTAL'
[16] PRNT 120p'_'
[17] PRNT FCN[C;],(5 0 FC CODE[C]), 6 0 v(FM1,AS)
[18] L2 :--L3 x 1 (p B)I--I+1
v
DATA CODE ' , (,CTY
SEAR'







[4] PRNT (50 p ' '),'QUARTERLY STAFFING OUTLOOK
[5] PRNT(50p' ' ),26p'_'
[6] PRNT (10 p ' '),'COUNTRY
[7] PRNT (10 p t ') , 'QTR /YEAR
[8] PRNT ' '
[9] -L1x 12=I
[10] B- 1 2 16 17 19
[11] L1:PRNT (26p' 1), 6 0 B
[12] PRNT(29p' '),,ITEM[B;6]
[13] PRNT(21p I `),'DATA ' ,,ITEM[B6+ 16]











[20] L6 :A--48p 1 0
[21] -L3x12=T
E221 PRNT( A\ FCN , ( 5 0 FC CODE), 3 0 FC 1 2 4) , 48 30
p ( 30 p ' ___ 30 p
[23] -L4






[1] FMT[;7;]- /[2] FMT[;16;]
[2] FMT[18]-/[2]FMT [;7+10;]
[3] FMT[;19;]-/[2] FMT[;7 18;]








[2] PRNT(10p' '),'RUN DATE
[3] PRNT 3 1 p'
[4] PRNT(26p' 6 0 vB
[5] PRNT(29p' t), ,ITEM[B t6]
[6] PRNT(21p' ' ),'DATA
[7] PRNT(5p' '),'FUNCTION
[B;12+16]
[8] PRNT(29p' ') „ITEM[B18+ t6]
[9] PRNT 132p' -'
[10] PRNT
[ll] PRNT FCN[C;] , (5 0 FC CODE[C]), 6 0 TFM
V








[2] PRNT (50 p ' ') , ' QUARTERLYSTAFFFING OUTLOOKFO
R SUM OF COUNTRIES '
[3] PRNT(50p' '),(48pr-')










[2] PRNT (50p ' ') , QUARTERLY FING OUTLOOK ,
40p' '),'TABLE ',cI+1
[3] PRNT(50p' '),(26p'-' )
[4] PRNT 2 1 p'








[2] PRNT (50 p ' '),'SEAR HEADCOUNTBY FUNCTION' (
40p' '),'TABLE ' ,vI+1
[3] PRNT(50p' '),(26p'-')
[4] PRNT 2 1 p' '
[5] PRNT(10 p' '),'FUNCTION
[6] PRNT(10p' '),'CODE
[7] PRNT(10 p ' ') , 'QTR /YEAR
[8] PRNT(10p' '),'RUN DATE
[9] PRINT 3 1 p' '
[10] PRNT(16p' ') , 6 0 TB
[11] PRNT(19P' ') , ,ITEiJ'[B;16]
[12] PRNT(19p' 'ITS%[B6+t6]
[13] PRNT( 5 p ' ' ) , 'COUNTRY
[14] PRNT(19p' ITEM[318+16]
[15] PRNT 132p' -'











[2] PRNT (5Q p 'SEAR HEADCOUNTBY COLUMN' , (40 p
'),'TABLE ',-I+1
[3] PRNT(50p' '),(26p'-' )
[4] PRNT 2 1 p' '
[5] PRNT(1ap' '),'S'UMMARY' BY COLUMN
[6] PRNT (1Q p ' ') , 'TITLE OF COLUMN
ITEM[D;]
[7] PRNT(10 p' ),'QTR/YEAR
[8] PRNT(10p' ' ),'RUN DATE
TS
E91 PRNT 3 1 p' '
V
',vD

















[I] A THIS FUNCTION OPENS' TEE PRINTER FILE AND AS
SIGNS TEE PRTFLG A VALUE OF 1
[2] -(2 100 SVO 'CMS)/L2
[3] -(O=CMS)/L2
[4] CMS-'FILEDEF OUT PRINTER(RECFM FA BLKS IZE 13
3'
[5] SFIP-'OUT (370










[1] A WHEN PRTFLG=O THIS FUNCTION DISPLAY THE CHA
RACTER STRING BEHIND IT AT THE TERMINAL
[I] A WHEN PRTFLG=1 THIS FUNCTION PUTS THE CHARAC









[I] A THIS PROGRAMPREPARES' TILE PRINTER TO PRINT
FILES IN SINGLE PLY PAPER ONCE
[2] X-'CP'
[3] -(2=100 SVO 'X' )/L1
[4] X -'SPOOL PRINTER CLASS A COPY 1 '
[5]





[1] A TKIS PROGRAM SETS TKE CARRIAGE CONTROL CHAR
ACTER OF THE PRINT FILE TO B-E 1
[2] A EXECUTION OF PUT PAGE' WILL CAUSE THE PRIN











[5] L1 :-(MAX I-I+1 )/0







[2] -(0 1 A.=ppX)/L













[1] A THIS FUNCTION CLOSE TILE PRINTER FILE AND RE
DEFINES Y HE FILE AS CLASS A AND SINGLE COPY
[2] SHP-CMS-10





12 :14:16 03/19 /79 HIRE
) OFF
CONNECT=02:44 :2 5 VIRTCPU= 000 :07. 08 TOTCPU= 000 :21.61
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